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Harry lay lazily on the outer edge of the sidewalk soaking up the dim warmth of the early 

morning sunshine. The dew gleamed in mirrored crystals on the thickly vegetated grass; Harry 

caught a glimpse of himself in one of the luminous beads and smiled with a trace of smugness. 

Harry had it made. 

For a worm, Harry was fashionably handsome; the early morning sun brought out the rich 

redness of his evenly segmented body. Naturally, Harry was not without a trace of vanity and he 

was wont to flex his neatly in ostentatious muscles with understandable pride. But Harry had not 

wormed his way to the edge of the sidewalk on the sheer force of his physical attractions. There 

was more to Harry. 

Harry was no pale, ordinary, self- effacing, run-of-the-ground worm. Harry dared to look 

life in the eye, because he intended to leave his mark on the earth. But by the same token Harry 

was no fanatic; he was broad-minded, but he tempered it with a strong dose of pragmatism and a 

touch of superstition thrown in for good measure. For example: Harry was no fool; he regarded 

the hazardous, self-defeating, daring of the middle-of-the-sidewalk worms as senseless 

recklessness and hardly worth the benefits it implied. On the other hand Harry felt an irritating 

condescension for his kin who seemed content to remain in Worm Haven. It seemed to him to be 

such an un-glamorous, un-enterprising earthy kind of existence. Yet Harry’s touch of superstition 

urged him to remain in contact with the gritty, narrow-tunneled Worm Haven. 

Harry had after all been brought up in Worm Haven. He had grown up in the midst of a 

wriggling multitude of moral fanatics and community-minded earthy worms. His life had been 

sharply curtailed and it had been a struggle to worm away from it. The Elders had never tired of 

warning him of the dangers of the sidewalk and the greenly grassed Hill-side. They solemnly 

warned him against; drying in the sun, predatory birds, but most of all against the Big Foot. The 

Big Foot was spoken of in hushed tones: his seemingly arbitrary footsteps often left a trail of 

death behind. But Harry had wormed away. 

The superstitious visits to the Worm Haven continued even though Harry felt more 

alienated from his former life with each subsequent visit. Perhaps the Big Foot was real, but as 

long as one lived prudently with moderation... Harry wasn’t particularly worried. 

Harry opened his eyes; yawned; stretched and smugly surveyed his surroundings. Yes, 

this was indeed the good life here on the edge of the sidewalk; it, like a seat on the fifty-yard 

line, offered an advantageous view of what mattered with minimal costly involvement. Harry 

mentally patted himself on the back; he was not a groveling fanatic, constantly worrying about 

safe tunnels; and yet he was not a morally decadent middle-of-the-side walker either. He had it 

made, Harry was safe! 

The palely smiling sun retreated its face behind a weighty veil of clouds. Harry shivered. 

(The edge of the sidewalk didn't offer much protection for inclement conditions.) The heavy 

drooping clouds began to wring their contents in heavy torrents upon the swirling contents of the 

sidewalk. A lukewarm stream formed and began to industriously wash the sidewalk of its dirt 

and Harry. The Foot pondering its way homeward ‘inadvertently’ pushed helpless Harry into a 

drain-hole...washing Harry away...from the edge of the sidewalk, the middle of the sidewalk 

and...the Worm Haven. 
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